Patrik Svensson’s Big Digital Humanities: Imagining a Meeting Place for the Humanities and the Digital comes as a collective revision of several well-received articles published in Digital Humanities Quarterly between 2009 and 2012. The original articles were noted for providing neophyte digital humanists with a far-reaching introduction to the burgeoning field, while at the same time giving considered insights for the more initiated. Big Digital Humanities retains these admirable qualities but also offers substantial updates that make it a worthwhile piece of reading even for those who encountered the source articles when they originally appeared.

Svensson suggests that the update is intended “to be a central piece for establishing, discussing, and envisioning the field of digital humanities,” specifically with respect to broadening conceptions of and conversations within digital humanities (DH). The first three chapters address these issues most directly. The first and second primarily concern themselves with the current state of the field and the historical circumstances that led it there. The third offers a vision of its future, emphasizing an optimistic ideal of broad interdisciplinarity and inclusivity.

Svensson’s historical interventions in these chapters incorporate a broader-than-usual range of legacies, viewpoints, and possibilities. Svensson’s transatlantic account gives fair treatment to European innovators whose contributions, at least from my place in America, can get crowded out of the conversation by trailblazing DH centers at the University of Virginia, Stanford University, and other major U.S. institutions. Also looking at the rise and fall of academic listservs, hashtags, and blogs, he presents a social overview of the field, making room for alternative interpretations of the DH landscape. This history, though uncommonly eclectic, does still skew toward the Euro-American, a blind spot that Svensson freely admits: HUMlab, the DH center he directs at Sweden’s Umeå University, he writes, “has favored Anglo-American and, to some degree, European participation,” a
circumstance he attributes to the fact that casting a “wide net”—intellectually, demographically, geographically, and otherwise—“takes time and openness” (50–51).

The volume’s pragmatic approach to this troubling reality is perhaps a function of the solution it wants to offer: a movement toward what Svensson terms “big digital humanities.” Much of the work is devoted to imagining DH as a “meeting place,” the “big” of the book’s title referring not to the big data often associated with contemporary DH practices, but rather to an eclectic envisioning of the discipline as “a broadly defined, open, challenging field that exists between humanities departments, disciplines, and epistemic traditions, between the humanities and other knowledge domains, and between the academy and the world outside” (xvii). Taking a refreshingly open view of DH, he imagines a space that welcomes anyone who wants to do “humanities-driven exploration of digitally inflected research and education” (13). In a field that has recently spent so much intellectual energy trying to define itself, Svensson’s broad interpretation helps to move past the frustrating quagmire of justifying DH’s existence to administration and the academy as a whole.

As such, Svensson consistently embraces a position of flexibility and liminality for the field: flexible in its intellectual boundaries and liminal in its administrative positioning. It is in this core belief, I think, that his ideology offers ample opportunity for those in the scholarly editing community to become central to the big digital humanities community: not just as participants, but also as luminaries. Although he only rarely mentions editing as such, the parallels between his description of DH as an insider-outsider discipline, and the realities of scholarly editing, which often straddles the line between professional and academic work, ensure that the two pursuits have much to say to each other. As an often ad-hoc and underappreciated labor within traditional humanities departments, scholarly editing might be thought of as a kind of intellectual elder to DH which, as Svensson notes elsewhere, “may not have a clear place in the reward and support systems of the academy.”

The professional pursuits of both publishing and DH, especially for those who also work in traditional departments, have been spaces to develop technical skills outside of the standard labor of research and manuscript writing. As Nicole Gray and Kenneth M. Price’s article in the previous issue of Scholarly Editing
shows, the work of editing archives and scholarly editions can be messy and overwhelming in much the same way that working with large datasets, for instance, can be. Scholarly editors are especially well-practiced in the art of handling “uncertainty and materials that are not fully described or easily encoded” (20). The act of curating and publishing volumes and archives, culled from the disorder of manuscripts, varying editions, correspondences, and the general chaos of a life in print would seem to mirror the complicated task of the digital humanities to translate analog, qualitative experience into the binary, fill-form structures of the digital world. Issues of information management, editorial curatorship, and archival best practices will be central to the future of digital humanities, and Svensson’s big DH would seem a welcoming space for the insights of scholarly editors.

This optimistically messy liminality that Svensson handles so ably in the first three chapters, in some ways, seems at odds with the infrastructural materiality of the final two. In the first of these, he considers “how academic infrastructure can facilitate big digital humanities and support the humanities more broadly,” while in the second, he presents a case study of his HUMlab to argue that “making the digital humanities is about building institutions, curating the digital humanities, empowering the humanities, and making spaces.” He writes extensively about the process of creating good, collaborative workspaces: the construction materials one should use, the kinds of screens one should install, etc. These chapters are all very insightful, practical, and useful, drawing upon Svensson’s privileged position as a builder and administrator of DH infrastructure. The very uniqueness of this viewpoint, however, would seem to limit the broad utility of these latter chapters. I, for one, would hope that as DH matures, large swathes of academe will have the occasion to use Svensson’s knowledge to build constructive, collaborative spaces, but that is yet to be seen. For now, it is there for those who need it, and will be there for those who may.

To be clear, Svensson’s thought on these administrative and infrastructural issues identifies a crucial conversation about bureaucratic maneuvering upon which the future of the field rests. To the extent that those in positions that allow them to shape the field utilize Svensson’s thoughtful suggestions for lab designs, funding strategies, and bureaucratic maneuverings, digital humanities will be all the better: he offers an inspired material intervention in a field often defined by its
lack of unified vision. However, these final chapters are not as widely applicable or critically engaged as the prior three. Svensson’s envisioning of the propagation of the field through infrastructural development would seem to discount many of the other obstacles facing a developing field within a struggling discipline. Though the types of centers and mindsets he proposes would indeed encourage the integration of diverse, junior, and non-academic stakeholders, it seems to me that the infrastructural, institutional nature of this approach would, as a result of neoliberal and hierarchical university funding structures, inherently resist these admirable goals.

While the early sections celebrate the flexibility that comes with DH’s position as a not-yet-codified field, the latter chapters seem a bit discordant in reveling in a kind of institutional nesting instinct. This tension, I think, is less a function of an inconsistency in Svensson’s thought, and more a function of the deep contingency that ties together work in the humanities, the digital humanities, and, indeed, scholarly editing. In a way, there is no better book for this admixture of disciplines so perpetually in crisis. Svensson’s interest in what he calls “making digital humanities” captures the warring instincts of staying nimble and innovative versus institutionalizing. The book comes down, as Svensson writes, somewhere “in-between,” and his vision for the digital humanities does as well. In recording the history of DH, and capturing that history in the material structures of the present and future, the volume looks to institutionalize a salient, self-sustaining academic discipline. However, in imagining DH’s future as “big,” as intersectional, as “in between the humanities and the digital, between disciplines . . . and between different modes of engagement,” it also somewhat contradictorily tries to maintain the dynamism and openness of a still-evolving field (191).

This incongruity between openness and institution building is the primary flaw of an otherwise excellent work: the physical locations Svensson describes are aimed at creating inclusive, non-hierarchical spaces, but they do so within the context of inherently exclusive, meritocratic university structures. After all, a physical meeting place can only be so big, can only provide space and funding for so many fellows: it inherently winnows. As such, the top-down, administrative approach of the latter chapters in many ways seems an unwitting betrayal of the open digital worlds of possibility Svensson so hopefully describes in the first three. While many centers and similar entities do admirable jobs of working against this
reality, breaking down social, disciplinary, and other barriers, the existence of such a struggle would seem to point to the limitations of Svensson’s material approach. Though he does describe spaces that prioritize diversity and collaboration, I, at least, am suspicious of the ability of intrinsically elite institutions, directed by elite intellectuals, to administer their way to this ideal. In a period when fewer and fewer humanists gain access to non-contingent positions within the academy, Svensson’s resource- and prestige-heavy approach can, at times, gloss over the very structural issues it looks to address.

At the same time, Svensson’s big version of DH calls back to the potentially democratizing impulse of technologies like the Internet (to the extent this potential still exists), suggesting digital strategies for opening up the field that may circumvent some of the inherent constraints of physical meeting places. Perhaps in focusing more on building open digital rather than physical spaces, Svensson’s optimistic ideology can provide a corrective not only for DH, but for an academy, and indeed a world, that seems increasingly segmented, siloed, and strictly hierarchical as of late.
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